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follows closely the functioning of Optopus, the results contlnue to be as Impredve as before.
At the mechanical workshop In
Garchinp we obviously had to replace
the prevfous machine with a new Mlkron
in order to ensure compatibility and permit the possibility of an exchange of
programmes between Garching and La
811a. As the mechanical workshop in
Oarchiw has only one mllling machine,
we have chosen one whh a greater
capacity than the previous one, whlch
altows us dtsplacements by 700 mm In
X, 500 mm In Y and 500 mrn In 2, thus
enabllng the manufacture of larger
parts. The mpablllties of this Mlkron
WF510 "FNC 3 5 8 machine are Identical to Its predecessor with a few new
features:

- Programme Input during machining
-- Helical
Programming of chamfets
Interpolation (enabling manu-

-

-

facture of larger diameter, external or
internal screw threads)
The standard cycles which already
exlsted are retained (Heldenhain) but
we have cyctes unique to Mlkron
Milllng of pockets with varled wntours allowing us to m t n the Islands
Scaling factor 0 to 100 enabling us to
enlarge or reduce the forms or figurgs
of gmetrlcally Identical holes.
The control enlarges or reduces
shapes or drlltlng pattarns of slmilar
geometry by a scaling factor.
Shifts from point zero, but aIso coordlnates system rotation, a feature
which did not exist on the prevlous
machine. If the milling or drilling
patterns are repeated at shifted posltions, there is no need for reprogramming, you only spdfy the offset. If a
milling or drllling pattem Is rotated on
a clrcular arc, you programme a cawdinate system rotation.
Programme teat: programming assurance through test run without
machine movement

Joran Rarnberg (1906-1990)
Already In 1933, Jbran Ramberg
jolned as Research Assistant the
newly established Stockhotm Obswvatory in SaRsj8baden at the time
an institution under the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences. He remalned at the Obsewatory at different posts from 19118 as Assmiate
Professor and from 1960 as Professor untll 1963, when he tsok up
duty as Assistant Director of the European Southern Observatory. In
1968, he became the Technical DIrector of ESO and m i n e d in this
position until his mtlrement in 1971.
Through this, Rarnberg very actively
contributed to the Rrst development
of ESO.
J6mn Ramberg's research In these wwe made at the Haruard Obashnomy mainly dealt with the sewatq Branch in Blmmfontdn In
structure of the Milky Way system. Swth Africa. Ramberg's investigaThe method he used Is based on the tions reached a distance of 6000
determination of the distances of light-years and are still u n s u r p d .
stars through a combination of spec- They showed that the stam, also
tral analysls and photometry. As both those at a relatively high age, are
the obswving and the data reduction strongly concentrated to the spiral
wem very time consuming, Ram- arms that are lined up of gas and
b r g ' s work had to be limitedto deep dust in the Milky Way. rills result Is
sunreys (as far as the telmmpes In remarkable because It cannot be fulSaltsjbbaden could reach) in selec- ly explained by existing the~riesfor
ted amas. In his thesis, Ramthe orlgln of spiral arms in rotating
controlled and calibrated this me- stellar systems.
thod by o h w i n g the two nearby All of us who have had the pleasure
star clusters, the Hyaofes and P r a b of knowing Jlirsn Ramberg as Mend
and colleague, have admired his unHps.
As a side-result, he discovered two tiring energy and deep engagement,
white dwarf stars in the Hyadss. This his meticulousness in both reeearch
was the first time that these extreme- and instrument construction, and his
ly compact objects, which represent self-sacrificing work making astrone
the end phase of the development of my and its achievements known to
a star, had been fwnd In a star clus- the public. We have always enjoyed
ter a discovery impomt In deter- his perfect readiness to share his
mining the ages of these stars. T h knowledge and his experience. His
deep surveys also requlrd obsenra- demise leavesbig emptiness behind.
tions from the Southem Hemisphere;
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